Introduction {#s1}
============

The visual mismatch negativity (vMMN) paradigm was used here to investigate visual speech processing. The MMN response was originally discovered and then extensively investigated with auditory stimuli (Näätänen et al., [@B62], [@B64]). The classical auditory MMN is generated by the brain\'s automatic response to a change in repeated stimulation that exceeds a threshold corresponding approximately to the behavioral discrimination threshold. It is elicited by violations of regularities in a sequence of stimuli, whether the stimuli are attended or not, and the response typically peaks 100--200 ms after onset of the deviance (Näätänen et al., [@B62], [@B63], [@B65]). The violations that generate the auditory MMN can range from low-level stimulus deviations such as the duration of sound clicks (Ponton et al., [@B79]) to high-level deviations such as speech phoneme category (Dahaene-Lambertz, [@B27]). More recently, the vMMN was confirmed (Pazo-Alvarez et al., [@B74]; Czigler, [@B24]; Kimura et al., [@B51]; Winkler and Czigler, [@B103]). It too is elicited by a change in regularities in a sequence of stimuli, across different levels of representation, including deviations caused by spatiotemporal visual features (Pazo-Alvarez et al., [@B73]), conjunctions of visual features (Winkler et al., [@B104]), emotional faces (Li et al., [@B56]; Stefanics et al., [@B98]), and abstract visual stimulus properties such as bilateral symmetry (Kecskes-Kovacs et al., [@B49]) and sequential visual stimulus probability (Stefanics et al., [@B99]).

Speech can be perceived visually by lipreading, and visual speech perception is carried out automatically by hearing as well as by hearing-impaired individuals (Bernstein et al., [@B9]; Auer and Bernstein, [@B3]). Inasmuch as perceivers can visually recognize the phonemes (consonants and vowels) of speech through lipreading, the stimuli are expected to undergo hierarchical visual processing from simple features to complex representations along the visual pathway (Grill-Spector et al., [@B39]; Jiang et al., [@B47]), just as are other visual objects, including faces (Grill-Spector et al., [@B39]), facial expression (Li et al., [@B56]; Stefanics et al., [@B98]), and non-speech face gestures (Puce et al., [@B82], [@B84], [@B83]; Bernstein et al., [@B10]). Crucially, because the vMMN deviation detection response is thought to be generated by the cortex that represents the standard and deviant stimuli (Winkler and Czigler, [@B103]), it should be possible to obtain the vMMN in response to deviations in visual speech stimuli. However, previous studies in which a speech vMMN was sought produced mixed success in obtaining a deviance response attributable to visual speech stimulus deviance detection (Colin et al., [@B23], [@B22]; Saint-Amour et al., [@B86]; Ponton et al., [@B78]; Winkler and Czigler, [@B103]). A few studies have even sought an auditory MMN in response to visual speech stimuli (e.g., Sams et al., [@B88]; Möttönen et al., [@B61]).

The present study took into account how visual stimuli conveying speech information might be represented and mapped to higher levels of cortical processing, say for speech category perception or for other functions such as emotion, social, or gaze perception. That is, the study was specifically focused on the perception of the physical visual speech stimulus. The distinction between representations of the forms of exogenous stimuli vs. representation of linguistic categories is captured in linguistics by the terms *phonetic form* vs. *phonemic category*. Phonetic forms are the exogenous physical stimuli that convey the linguistically-relevant information used to perceive the speech category to which the stimulus belongs. Visual speech stimuli convey linguistic phonetic information primarily via the visible gestures of the lips, jaw, cheeks, and tongue, which support the system of phonological contrasts that underly speech phonemes (Yehia et al., [@B106]; Jiang et al., [@B45]; Bernstein, [@B6]). Phonemic categories are the consonant and vowel categories that a language uses to differentiate and represent words. If visual speech is processed similarly to auditory speech stimuli, functions related to higher-level language processing, such as categorization and semantic associations, are carried out beyond the level of exogenous stimulus form representations (Scott and Johnsrude, [@B93]; Hickok and Poeppel, [@B42]).

This study was concerned with the implications for cortical representation of visual speech stimuli in the case that speech perception is generally left-lateralized. There is evidence for form-based speech representations in high-level visual areas, and there is evidence that they are left-lateralized (Campbell et al., [@B20]; Bernstein et al., [@B10]; Campbell, [@B18]; Nath and Beauchamp, [@B67]). For example, Campbell et al. ([@B19]) showed that a patient with right-hemisphere posterior cortical damage failed to recognize faces but had preserved speech lip-shape recognition, and that a patient with left-hemisphere posterior cortical damage failed to recognize speech lip-shapes but had preserved face recognition.

Recently, evidence for hemispheric lateralization was obtained in a study designed to investigate specifically the site/s of specialized visual speech processing. Bernstein et al. ([@B10]), applied a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) block design while participants viewed video and point-light speech and non-speech stimuli and tiled control stimuli. Participants were imaged during localizer scans for three regions of interest (ROIs), the fusiform face area (FFA) (Kanwisher et al., [@B48]), the lateral occipital complex (LOC) (Grill-Spector et al., [@B39]), and the human visual motion area V5/MT. These three areas were all under-activated by speech stimuli. Although both posterior temporal cortices responded to speech and non-speech stimuli, only in the left hemisphere was an area found with differential sensitivity to speech vs. non-speech face gestures. It was named the *temporal visual speech area* (TVSA) and was localized to the posterior superior temporal sulcus and adjacent posterior middle temporal gyrus (pSTS/pMTG), anterior to cortex that was activated by non-speech face movement in video and point-light stimuli. TVSA is similarly active across video and point-light stimuli. In contrast, right-hemisphere activity in the pSTS was not reliably different for speech vs. non-speech face gestures. Research aimed at non-speech face gesture processing has also produced evidence of right-hemisphere dominance for non-speech face gestures, with a focus in the pSTS (Puce et al., [@B84], [@B85]).

The approach in the current study was based on predictions for how the representation of visual speech stimuli should differ for the right vs. left posterior temporal cortex under the hypothesis that the left cortex has tuning for speech, but the right cortex has tuning for non-speech face gestures. Specifically, lipreading relies on highly discriminable visual speech differences. Visual speech phonemes are not necessarily as distinctive as auditory speech phonemes. Visual speech consonants are known to vary in terms of how distinct they are from each other, because some of the distinctive speech features used by listeners (e.g., voicing, manner, nasality, place) to distinguish phonemes are not visible or are less visible to lipreaders (Auer and Bernstein, [@B2]; Bernstein, [@B6]). A left posterior temporal cortex area specialized for speech processing, part of an extensive speech processing pathway, is expected to be tuned to represent linguistically useful exogenous phonetic forms, that is, forms that can be mapped to higher-level linguistic categories, such as phonemes. However, when spoken syllables (e.g., "zha" and "ta") do not provide enough visual phonetic feature information, their representations are expected to generalize. That is, the indistinct stimuli activate overlapping neural populations. This is depicted in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, for which the visually *near* (perceptual categories are not distinct) syllables "ta" and "zha" are represented by almost completely overlapping ovals in the box labeled *left posterior temporal visual cortex*. The perceptually far stimulus "fa," a stimulus that shares few visible phonetic features with "zha," is depicted within its own non-overlapping oval in that box. Here, using the vMMN paradigm, a deviance response was predicted for the left hemisphere with the stimuli "zha" vs. "fa," representing a *far* contrast. But the *near* contrast "zha"-"ta," depicted in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, was not predicted to elicit the vMMN response by the left posterior temporal cortex for "zha" or for "ta" syllables.

![**Schematic diagram of the proposed roles for left and right posterior temporal cortices in visual speech perception**. Left posterior temporal visual cortex is hypothesized to represent phonetic forms that support eventual phoneme categorization and to therefore be invariant to variation in facial motion that is unlikely to reliably support speech perception. Pairs of visual speech syllables are predicted to activate largely overlapping populations of neurons in left posterior temporal cortex when the syllables in the pair are perceptually similar (i.e., they are perceptually *near*). But non-overlapping populations of neurons in left posterior temporal cortex represent syllables that are perceptually highly dissimilar (i.e., they are perceptually *far*). In contrast, the right posterior temporal cortex is hypothesized to represent non-speech facial gestures. Near pairs of visual speech syllables are predicted to activate only partially overlapping populations of neurons in right posterior temporal visual cortex, and far pairs are predicted to activate non-overlapping populations.](fnhum-07-00371-g0001){#F1}

In contrast, the right posterior temporal cortex, with its possible dominance for processing simple non-speech face motions such as eye open vs. closed, and simple lips open vs. closed (Puce et al., [@B84], [@B85]), was predicted to generate a deviance response to both perceptually *near* and *far* speech stimulus contrasts. The depiction in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} for the right posterior temporal cortex shows that the stimulus differences are represented there more faithfully (i.e., there are more neural units that are not in common). The right posterior temporal cortex is theoretically more concerned with perception of non-speech face gestures, for example, gestures related to visible emotion or affect: The representations may even be more analog in the sense that they are not used as input to a generative system that relies on combinations of representations (i.e., vowels and consonants) to produce a very large vocabulary of distinct words.

Even very simple low-level visual features or non-speech face or eye motion in the speech video clips can elicit the vMMN (Puce et al., [@B84], [@B85]; Miki et al., [@B60]; Thompson et al., [@B101]). With natural speech production, phonetic forms vary from one production to the next. An additional contribution to variability is the virtually inevitable shifts in the talker\'s head position, eye gaze, eyebrows, etc., from video recording to recording. Subtle differences are not necessarily so obvious on a single viewing, but the vMMN paradigm involves multiple stimulus repetitions, which can render subtle differences highly salient.

The approach here was to use two recordings for each consonant and to manipulate the stimuli to minimize non-phonetic visual cues that might differentiate the stimuli. The study design took into account the likelihood that the deviance response to speech stimuli would be confounded with low-level stimulus differences, if it involved a stimulus as standard (e.g., "zha") vs. a different stimulus as deviant (e.g., "fa"). Therefore, the vMMN was sought using the event-related potentials (ERPs) obtained with the same stimulus (e.g., "zha") in its two possible roles of standard and deviant. Stimulus discriminability was verified prior to ERP recording. During ERP recording, participants monitored for a rare target phoneme to engage their attention and hold it at the level of phoneme categorization, rather than at the level of stimulus discrimination.

Method {#s2}
======

Participants
------------

Participants were screened for right-handedness (Oldfield, [@B71]), normal or corrected to normal vision (20/30 or better in both eyes using a traditional Snellen chart), normal hearing, American English as a first and native language, and no known neurological deficits. Lipreading was assessed with a screening test that has been used to test a very large sample of normal hearing individuals (Auer and Bernstein, [@B3]). The screening cutoff was 15% words correct in isolated sentences to assure that participants who entered the EEG experiment had some lipreading ability. Forty-nine individuals were screened (mean age = 23 years), and 24 (mean age = 24, range 21--31, 18 female, lipreading score *M* = 28.7% words correct) met the inclusion criteria for entering the EEG experiment. The EEG data from 11 participants (mean age = 23.2, range 19--31, 7 female, lipreading score *M* = 33.0) were used here: One participant was lost to contact, one ended the experiment early, two had unacceptably high initial impedance levels and were not recorded, and nine had high electrode impedances, excessive bridging between electrodes, or unacceptable noise levels. Informed consent was obtained from all participants. Participants were paid. The research was approved by the Institutional Review Boards at George Washington University and at the University of Southern California.

Stimuli
-------

### Stimulus dissimilarity

The stimuli for this study were selected to be of predicted perceptual and physical dissimilarities. Estimates of the dissimilarities and the video speech stimuli themselves were obtained from Jiang et al. ([@B46]), which gives a detailed description of the methods for predicting and testing dissimilarity. Based on the dissimilarity measures in Jiang et al. ([@B46]), the stimulus pair "zha"---"fa," with modeled dissimilarity of 4.04, was chosen to be perceptually *far*, and the stimulus pair "zha"---"ta," with modeled dissimilarity of 2.28 was chosen to be perceptually *near*. In a subsequent study, Files and Bernstein (submitted) tested whether the modeled dissimilarities among a relatively large selection of syllables correctly predicted stimulus discriminability, and they did.

### Stimulus video

Stimuli were recorded so that the talker\'s face filled the video screen, and lighting was from both sides and slightly below his face. A production quality camera (Sony DXC-D30 digital) and video recorder (Sony UVW 1800) were used simultaneously with an infrared motion capture system (Qualisys MCU120/240 Hz CCD Imager) for recording 3-dimensional (3D) motion of 20 retro-reflectors affixed to the talker\'s face. The 3D motion recording was used by Jiang et al. ([@B46]) in developing the dissimilarity estimates. There were two video recordings of each of the syllables, "zha," "ta," and "fa" that were used for eliciting the vMMNs. Two tokens of "ha," and of "va" were used as targets to control attention during the vMMN paradigm. All video was converted to grayscale.

In order to reduce differences in the durations of preparatory mouth motion across stimulus tokens and increase the rate of data collection, some video frames were removed from slow uninformative mouth opening gestures. But most of the duration differences were reduced by removing frames from the final mouth closure. No frames were removed between the sharp initiation of articulatory motion and the quasi-steady-state portion of the vowel.

During the EEG experiment, the video clips were displayed contiguously through time. To avoid responses due to minor variations in the position of the head from the end of one token to the beginning of the next, morphs of 267 ms were generated (Abrosoft\'s FantaMorph5) to create smooth transitions from one token to the next. The morphing period corresponded to the inter-stimulus-interval.

The first frame of each token was centered on the video monitor so that a motion-capture dot that was affixed at the center of the upper lip was at the same position for each stimulus. Also, stimuli were processed so that they would not be identifiable based solely on the talker\'s head movement. This was done by adding a small amount of smooth translational motion and rotation to each stimulus on a frame-by-frame basis. The average motion speed was 0.5 pixels per frame (0.87° of visual angle/s), with a maximum of 1.42 pixels per frame (2.5°/s). Rotation varied between plus and minus 1.2° of tilt, with an average change of 0.055° of tilt per frame (3.28°/s) and a maximum change of 0.15° of tilt per frame (9.4° of tilt/s). A stationary circular mask with radius 5.5° of visual angle and luminance equal to the background masked off the area around the face of the talker.

### Stimulus alignment and deviation points

The two tokens of each consonant (e.g., "zha") varied somewhat in their kinematics, so temporal alignments had to be defined prior to averaging the EEG data. We developed a method to align tokens of each syllable. Video clips were compared frame by frame separately for "zha," "fa," and "ta." In addition, mouth opening area was measured as the number of pixels encompassed within a manual tracing of the vermillion border in each frame of each stimulus. Visual speech stimulus information is widely distributed on the talking face (Jiang et al., [@B46]), but mouth opening area is a gross measure of speech stimulus kinematics. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the mouth-opening area and video of the lips for the three different consonant-vowel (CV) stimuli and the two different tokens of each of them. The stimuli began with a closed neutral mouth and face, followed by the gesture into the consonant, followed by the gesture into the /a/ vowel ("ta," "fa," "zha"). Consonant identity information develops across time and continues to be present as the consonant transitions into the following vowel. The steep mouth opening gesture into the vowel partway through the stimulus was considered a possible landmark for temporal alignment, because it is a prominent landmark in the mouth area trace, but using this landmark in some cases brought the initial part of the consonant into gross misalignment. The frames comprising the initial gesture into the consonant were chosen to be the relevant landmark for alignment across tokens, because they are the earliest indication of the consonant identity (Jesse and Massaro, [@B44]).

![**Temporal kinematics of the syllables**. For each syllable, "fa," "zha," and "ta," mouth opening area was measured in pixels, normalized to the range 0 (minimum for that syllable) to 1 (maximum for that syllable). Below each mouth opening graph are two rows of video images, one for each token of the stimulus. The images are cropped to show only the mouth area. The full face was shown to the participants in gray-scale. The vertical line in cyan marks the time of deviation for "zha" vs. "fa." The magenta vertical line marks the time of deviation for "zha" vs. "ta."](fnhum-07-00371-g0002){#F2}

The question was then, when did the image of one consonant (e.g., "fa") deviate from the image of the other (e.g., "zha"). The MMN is typically elicited by stimulus deviation, rather than stimulus onset (Leitman et al., [@B55]), and this deviation onset point is used to characterize the relative timing of the vMMN. Typically, ERPs to visual stimuli require steep visual energy change (Besle et al., [@B11]), but visual speech stimulus onset can be relatively slow-moving, depending on the speech phonetic features. Careful examination of the videos shows that differences in the tongue are visible across the different consonants. The "zha" is articulated by holding the tongue in a quasi-steady-state somewhat flattened position in the mouth. This articulation is expected to take longer to register as a deviation, because of its subtle initial movement. The "ta" and "zha" stimuli vary primarily in terms of tongue position, which is visible but difficult to discern without attention to the tongue inside the mouth aperture. The deviation onset point here was defined as the first frame at which there was a visible difference across consonants. The 0-ms points in this report are set at the relevant deviation point and vMMN times are reported relative to the deviation onset.

Procedures
----------

### Discrimination pre-test

To confirm the discriminability of the consonants comprising the critical contrasts in the EEG experiment, participants carried out a *same-different* perceptual discrimination task that used "zha"---"fa", and "zha"---"ta" *different* stimulus pairs. The two tokens of each syllable were combined in each of four possible ways and in both possible orders. *Same* pairs used different tokens of the same syllable, so that accurate discrimination required attention to consonant category. This resulted in six unique *same* pairs and 16 unique *different* pairs. To reduce the difference in number of *same* pairs vs. the number of *different* pairs, the *same* pairs were repeated, resulting in 12 *same* pairs and 16 *different* pairs per block, for a total of 28 pairs per block. During each trial, the inter-stimulus interval was filled by a morph transition from the end of the first token to the start of the second lasting 267 ms. Instructions emphasized that the tokens might differ in various ways, but that the task was to determine if the initial consonants were the same or different. Eleven blocks of pseudo-randomly ordered trials were presented. The first block was used for practice to ensure the participants\' familiarity with the task, and it was not analyzed.

### vMMN procedure

EEG recordings were obtained during an oddball paradigm in which standard, deviant, and target stimuli were presented. If one stimulus category is used as the standard and a different category stimulus is used as the deviant in deriving the vMMN, the vMMN also contains a response to the physical stimuli (Czigler et al., [@B26]). In order to compare ERPs to standards vs. deviants, holding the stimulus constant, each stimulus was tested in the roles of deviant and standard across different recording blocks (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"})[^1^](#fn0001){ref-type="fn"}.

###### 

**Syllables included in each of four block types**.

  **Block type**   **Standard**   **Deviant**   **Target**   **Dissimilarity[^a^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}**
  ---------------- -------------- ------------- ------------ ---------------------------------------------------
  1                "zha"          "ta"          "va"         2.28
  2                "ta"           "zha"         "va"         2.28
  3                "zha"          "fa"          "ha"         4.04
  4                "fa"           "zha"         "ha"         4.04

Each block had a standard syllable, a deviant syllable and a target syllable.

Dissimilarity measures the difference between the standard and the deviant syllable.

EEG recording comprised 40 stimulus blocks divided across four block types (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Each block type had one *standard* consonant (i.e., "zha," "fa," or "ta"), one *deviant* consonant (i.e., "zha," "fa," or "ta"), and one *target* consonant (i.e., "ha," or "va"). The "zha" served as *deviant* or *standard* with either "fa" or "ta." Thus, four vMMNs were sought: (1) "zha" in the context of "ta" (*near*); (2) "ta" in the context of "zha" (*near*); (3) "zha" in the context of "fa" (*far*); and (4) "fa" in the context of "zha" (*far*). Each vMMN was based on 10 stimulus blocks with the vMMN stimulus in either deviant or standard role. During each block, a *deviant* was always preceded by five to nine *standards*. At the beginning of a block, the *standard* was presented 9 times before the first *deviant*. The inter-stimulus-interval was measured as the duration of the morphs between the end of a stimulus and the beginning of the next, which was 267 ms.

To ensure that the visual stimuli were attended, participants were instructed to monitor the stimuli carefully for a *target* syllable. At the start of each block, the target syllable was identified by presenting it six times in succession. A *target* was always preceded by three to five *standards*. Participants were instructed to press a button upon detecting the target, which they were told would happen rarely. In each block, the *target* was presented four times, and the *deviant* was presented 20 times. In all, 85.4% of stimuli in a block were standards, 12.1% were deviants and 2.4% were targets. This corresponded to 200 *deviant* trials and \~1400 *standard* trials per contrast per subject. The first *standard* trial following either a *deviant* trial or a *target* trial was discarded from analysis, because a standard following something other than a standard might generate a MMN (Sams et al., [@B87]; Nousak et al., [@B69]). This resulted in 1160 *standard* trials for computing the vMMN.

Participants were instructed to take self-paced breaks between blocks, and longer breaks were enforced every 10 blocks. Recording time was \~4.5 h per participant. After EEG recording, electrode locations recorded were for each subject using a 3-dimensional digitizer (Polhemus, Colchester, Vermont).

EEG recording and offline data processing
-----------------------------------------

EEG data were recorded using a 62-electrode cap that was configured with a modified 10--20 system for electrode placement. Two additional electrodes were affixed at mastoid locations, and bipolar EOG electrodes were affixed above and below the left eye and at the external canthi of the eyes to monitor eye movements. The EEG was amplified using a high input impedance amplifier (SynAmps 2, Neuroscan, NC). It was digitized at 1000 Hz with a 200 Hz low-pass filter. Electrode impedances were measured, and the inclusion criterion was 35 kOhm.

Offline, data were band-pass filtered from 0.5 to 50 Hz with a 12-dB/octave rolloff FIR zero phase-shift filter using EDIT 4.5 software (Neuroscan, NC). Eyeblink artifacts were removed using EDIT\'s blink noise reduction algorithm (Semlitsch et al., [@B94]). Data were epoched from 100 ms before video onset to 1000 ms after video onset. Epochs were baseline-corrected by subtracting the average of the voltage measurements from −100 to +100 ms for each electrode and then average-referenced.

Artifact rejection and interpolation were performed using custom scripts calling functions in EEGLAB (Delorme and Makeig, [@B29]). Epochs in which no electrode voltage exceeded 50 μV at any point in the epoch were included. For those epochs in which only one electrode exceeded the 50 μV criterion, the data for that electrode were interpolated using spherical spline interpolation (Picton et al., [@B77]). This procedure resulted in inclusion of 91% of the EEG sweeps. To correct for variation in electrode placement between subjects, individual subject data were projected onto a group average set of electrode positions using spherical spline interpolation (Picton et al., [@B77]).

Analyses of discrimination data
-------------------------------

*Same-different* discrimination sensitivity was measured with *d*′ (Green and Swets, [@B37]). The hit rate was the proportion *different* responses to trials with different syllables. The false alarm rate was the proportion *different* responses for same pairs. If the rate was zero it was replaced with 1/(2*N*), and if it was one it was replaced by 1--1/(2*N*), where *N* is the number of trials (Macmillan and Creelman, [@B57]). Because this is a *same-different* design, *z*(*hit rate*)---*z*(*false alarm rate*) was multiplied by $\sqrt{2}$ (Macmillan and Creelman, [@B57]).

Target detection during the EEG task was also evaluated using *d*′, but the measure was *z*(*hit rate*)---*z*(*false alarm rate*). A response within 4 s of the target presentation was considered a *hit*, and a *false alarm* was any response outside this window. All non-target syllables were considered distracters for the purpose of calculating a false alarm rate. To assess differences in target detection across blocks, *d*′ was submitted to repeated-measures ANOVA.

Analyses of EEG data
--------------------

### Overview

*A priori*, the main hypothesis was that visual speech stimuli are processed by the visual system to the level of representing the exogenous visual syllables. Previous research had suggested that there was specialization for visual speech stimuli by left posterior temporal cortex (Campbell et al., [@B20]; Bernstein et al., [@B10]; Campbell, [@B18]; Nath and Beauchamp, [@B67]). Previous research also suggested that there was specialization for non-speech face motion by right posterior temporal cortex (Puce et al., [@B82], [@B84], [@B83]; Bernstein et al., [@B10]). Therefore, the *a priori* anatomical regions of interest (ROI) were the bilateral posterior temporal cortices. However, rather than merely selecting electrodes of interest (EOI) over scalp locations approximately over those cortices and carrying out all analyses with those EOIs, a more conservative, step-by-step approach was taken, which allowed for the possibility that deviation detection was carried out elsewhere in cortex (e.g., Sams et al., [@B88]; Möttönen et al., [@B61]).

In order first to test for reliable stimulus deviation effects, independent of temporal window or spatial location, global field power (GFP; Lehmann and Skrandies, [@B54]; Skrandies, [@B96]) measures were compared statistically across standard vs. deviant for each of the four different vMMN contrasts. The GFP analyses show the presence and temporal interval of a deviation response anywhere over the scalp. The first 500 ms post-stimulus deviation was examined, because that interval was expected to encompass any possible vMMN.

Next, source analyses were carried out to probe whether there was evidence for stimulus processing by posterior temporal cortices, consistent with previous fMRI results on visual speech perception (Bernstein et al., [@B10]). Distributed dipole sources (Tadel et al., [@B100]) were computed for the responses to standard stimuli and for the vMMN waveforms. These were inspected and compared with the previous Bernstein-et-al. results and also with results from previous EEG studies that presented source analyses (Bernstein et al., [@B8]; Ponton et al., [@B78]). The inspection focused on the first 500 ms of the source models.

After examining the source models, EOIs were sought for statistical testing of vMMNs, taking into account the ERPs at individual electrode locations. For this level of analysis, an approach was needed to guard against double-dipping, that is, use of the same results to select and test data for hypothesis testing (Kriegeskorte et al., [@B52]). Because we did not have an independent localizer (i.e., an entirely different data set with which to select EOIs), as is recommended for fMRI experiments, we ran analyses on several different electrode clusters over posterior temporal cortices. Because all those results were highly similar, only one set of EOI analyses are presented here.

A coincident frontal positivity has also been reported for Fz and/or Cz in conjunction with evidence for a vMMN (Czigler et al., [@B26], [@B25]). The statistical tests for the vMMN were carried out separately on ERPs from electrodes Fz and Cz to assess the presence of a frontal MMN. These tests also served as a check on the validity of the EOI selection. Fz and Cz electrodes are commonly used for testing the auditory MMN (Näätänen et al., [@B65]). If the same results were obtained on Fz and Cz as with the EOIs, the implication would be that EOI selection was biased toward our hypothesis that the posterior temporal cortices are responsible for visual speech form representations. The results for Fz and Cz were similar to each other but different from the EOI results, and only the Fz results are presented here. None of the Cz results were statistically reliable. ERPs evoked by target stimuli were not analyzed, because so few target stimuli were presented.

### Global field power

GFP (Lehmann and Skrandies, [@B54]; Skrandies, [@B96]) is the root mean squared average-referenced potential over all electrodes at a time sample. The GFP was calculated for each standard and deviant ERP per stimulus and per subject. The analysis window was 0--500 ms post stimulus deviation. Statistical analysis of group mean GFP differences between standard and deviant, within syllable, used randomization testing (Blair and Karniski, [@B13]; Nichols and Holmes, [@B68]; Edgington and Onghena, [@B30]) of the null hypothesis of no difference between the evoked response when the stimulus was a *standard* vs. the evoked response when the stimulus was a *deviant*. The level of re-sampling was the individual trial.

Surrogate mean GFP measures were generated for each subject by permuting the single-trial labels (i.e., *standard* or *deviant*) 1999 times and then computing mean GFP differences (*deviant* minus *standard*) for these permutation samples. These single-subject permutation mean GFP differences were averaged across subjects to obtain a permutation distribution of group mean GFP differences within the ERPs for a particular syllable. To avoid bias due to using a randomly generated subset of the full permutation distribution, the obtained group mean GFP difference was included in the permutation distribution, resulting in a total of 2000 entries in the permutation distribution. The *p*-value for a given time point was calculated as the proportion of surrogate group mean GFP difference values in the permutation distribution that were as or more extreme than the obtained group mean GFP difference, resulting in a two-tailed test.

To correct for multiple comparisons over time, a threshold length of consecutive *p*-values \<0.05 was established (Blair and Karniski, [@B13]; Groppe et al., [@B40]). The threshold number of consecutive *p*-values was determined from the permutation distribution generated in the corresponding uncorrected test. For each entry in the permutation distribution, a surrogate *p*-value series was computed as though that entry were the actual data. Then, the largest number of consecutive *p*-values \<0.05 in that surrogate *p*-value series was computed for each permutation entry. The threshold number of consecutive *p*-values was the 95th percentile of this null distribution of run lengths. This correction, which offers weak control over family-wise error rate and is appropriate when effects persist over many consecutive samples (Groppe et al., [@B40]), is similar to one used with parametric statistics (Guthrie and Buchwald, [@B41]) but requires no assumptions or knowledge about the autocorrelation structure of the underlying signal or noise.

### EEG distributed dipole source models

EEG sources were modeled with distributed dipole source imaging using Brainstorm software (Tadel et al., [@B100]). In lieu of having individual anatomical MRI data for source space and forward modeling, the MNI/Colin 27 brain was used. A boundary element model (Gramfort et al., [@B36]) was fit to the anatomical model using a scalp model with 1082 vertices, a skull model with 642 vertices, and a brain model with 642 vertices. The cortical surface was used as the source space, and source orientations were constrained to be normal to the cortical surface. Cortical activity was estimated using depth-weighted minimum-norm estimation (wMNE; Baillet et al., [@B5]).

EEG source localization is generally less precise than some other neuroimaging techniques (Michel et al., [@B59]). Simulations comparing source localization techniques resulted in a mean localization error of 19.6 mm when using a generic brain model (Darvas et al., [@B28]), as was done here. Similar methods were used here, so the estimate of localization errors is \~20 mm. Therefore, the source solutions found here serve as useful visualization tools and for EOI selection but are not intended for making conclusion related to precise anatomical localization.

### vMMN analyses

The vMMN analyses used the same general approach as the approach to the GFP analyses rather than the more pervasive analysis of difference waveforms. To assess the reliability of the vMMNs for each stimulus, the average of the ERP for the EOIs for the token-as-standard was compared with the average of the ERPs for the token-as-deviant using a standard paired-samples permutation test (Edgington and Onghena, [@B30]) with the subject mean ERP as the unit of re-sampling. A threshold number of consecutive *p*-values \<0.05 was established to correct for multiple comparisons using the same criterion (Blair and Karniski, [@B13]) as described above for the GFP analyses. The EOI cluster results that are presented are from the clusters left P5, P3, P1, PO7, PO5, and PO3, and right P2, P4, P6, PO4, PO6, and PO8[^2^](#fn0002){ref-type="fn"}. We also carried out comparisons of the difference waveforms across *near* vs. *far* contrasts. These were a general check on the hypothesis that *far* contrasts were different from *near* contrasts.

In some cases in which a vMMN is observed, a coincident frontal positivity has also been reported for Fz and/or Cz (Czigler et al., [@B26], [@B25]). The statistical tests for the vMMN were carried out separately on ERPs from electrodes Fz and Cz to assess the presence of a frontal MMN.

Results {#s3}
=======

Behavioral results
------------------

The purpose of testing behavioral discrimination was to assure that the stimulus pair discriminability was predicted correctly. The 49 screened participants were tested, and the EEG data from 11 of them are reported here. Discrimination *d*′ scores were compared across groups (included vs. excluded participants) using analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the within-subjects factor of stimulus distance (*near* vs. *far*) and between-subjects factor of group (included vs. excluded). The groups were not reliably different, and group did not interact with stimulus distance.

*Far* pairs were discriminated better than *near* pairs, *F*~(1,\ 47)~ = 591.7, *p* \< 0.001, mean difference in *d*\' = 3.13. Within the EEG group, mean *d*′ for the *far* stimulus pairs was reliably higher than for the *near* stimulus pairs, paired-*t*~(10)~ = 12.25, *p* \< 0.001, mean difference in *d*\' = 3.02. Mean *d*′ was reliably above chance for both *near, t*~(10)~ = 8.09, *p* \< 0.001, *M* = 1.40, and *far, t*~(10)~ = 15.62, *p* \< 0.001, *M* = 4.51, stimulus pairs.

Detection *d*′ of "ha" or "va" during EEG recording was high, group mean *d*\' = 4.83, range \[3.83, 5.91\]. The two targets were detected at similar levels, *paired-t*~(10)~ = 0.23, *p* = 0.82. For neither target syllable was there any effect of which syllable was the standard in the EEG recording block.

### ERPs across vMMN stimulus pairs

The ERP group mean data sets for the four stimulus pairs were inspected for data quality. Figures [S1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S2](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} show the montages for each of the vMMN data sets.

### GFP results

GFP measures were computed for each standard and deviant syllable. Holding syllable constant, the standard vs. deviant GFP was compared to determine whether and, if so, when a reliable effect of stimulus deviance was present in each of the four stimulus conditions (i.e., "zha" in the *near* context, "zha" in the *far* context, "fa" a *far* contrast, and "ta" a *near* contrast). All of the stimulus contrasts resulted in reliable effects. Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the GFP results for each vMMN. The reliable GFP difference for "zha" in the *far* context was 200--500 ms post-deviation onset. For "zha" in the *near* context, there were two intervals of reliable difference, 268--329 and 338--500 ms post-deviation onset. The reliable difference for "fa" was 52--500 ms post-deviation onset. The reliable difference for "ta" was 452--500 ms post-deviation onset.

![**Global field power plots for the four vMMN contrasts**. Group mean global field power (mGFP) evoked by the standard and the deviant are shown for **(A)** "zha" in the *near* context, **(B)** "ta" in the *near* context, **(C)** "zha" in the *far* context, and **(D)** "fa" in the *far* context. The time axes show time relative to the onset of stimulus deviation. Highlighted regions show times of statistically significant difference (*p* \< 0.05) between standard and deviant GFPs, as determined by a permutation test corrected for multiple comparisons over time. Statistical comparisons were performed over the times indicated by the heavy black line along the time axis. This time window was selected to include the expected time for a vMMN evoked by the consonant part of the syllable.](fnhum-07-00371-g0003){#F3}

### Distributed dipole source models

Dipole source models were computed using ERPs obtained with standard stimuli ("zha," "fa," and "ta") in order to visualize the spatiotemporal patterns of exogenously driven responses to the stimuli. Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}--[6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} show the dipole source strength at 20-ms intervals starting from 90 ms after onset of visible motion until 670 ms for the group mean ERPs. The images are thresholded to only show dipole sources stronger than 20 pA·m. The figures show images starting at 90 ms post-stimulus onset, because no suprathreshold sources were obtained earlier. The images continue through 690 ms to indicate that posterior activity rises and falls within the interval, as would be expected in response to a temporally unfolding stimulus.

![**Source images for "fa" standard**. Images show the depth-weighted minimum norm estimate of dipole source strength constrained to the surface of the cortex using a boundary element forward model and a generic anatomical model at 20-ms intervals starting from 90 ms after onset of visible motion for the group mean ERPs for syllable "fa" as *standard*. The time indicated by the cyan bar indicates the time at which "fa" visibly differs from "zha." Images are thresholded at 20 pA·m. Initial activity is in the occipital cortex. At 150 ms after syllable onset, the bilateral posterior temporal activity begins that lasts until 290 ms in the left hemisphere and until 490 ms in the right hemisphere. Activation in the right posterior temporal cortex is more widespread and inferior to that on the left. Fronto-central activity is visible from 250 to 510 ms post-stimulus onset.](fnhum-07-00371-g0004){#F4}

The right hemisphere overall appeared to have stronger and more sustained responses focused on posterior temporal cortex. Additionally, the right posterior temporal activation was more widespread but with a more inferior focus compared to that in left posterior temporal cortex. Variations in the anatomical locations of the foci of activity across Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}--[6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} suggest that the possibility that activation sites varied as a function of syllable. But these cannot be interpreted with confidence given the relatively low level of spatial resolution of these distributed dipole source models.

The temporal differences across syllable are more interpretable. Variation across syllables is attributed to differences in stimulus kinematics. The "fa" standard (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) resulted in sustained right hemisphere posterior temporal activity from \~120 to 490 ms relative to stimulus onset and sustained left hemisphere posterior temporal activity from \~170 to 270 ms. The "zha" standard (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) resulted in sustained right hemisphere posterior temporal activity from \~190 to 430 ms and sustained left hemisphere posterior temporal activity from \~190 to 390 ms. The "ta" standard (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) resulted in sustained right hemisphere posterior temporal activity from \~150 to 250 ms and sustained left hemisphere posterior temporal activity from \~150 to 230 ms. The shorter period of sustained activity for "ta" vs. "fa" and "zha" can be explained by its shorter (fewer frames) initial articulatory gesture (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Source images for "zha" standard**. Images show the depth-weighted minimum norm estimate of dipole source strength constrained to the surface of the cortex using a boundary element forward model and a generic anatomical model at 20-ms intervals starting from 90 ms after the onset of visible motion for the group mean ERPs for syllable "zha" as *standard*. The cyan bar indicates the time at which "zha" visibly differs from "fa," and the magenta bar indicates the time at which "zha" visibly differs from "ta." Images are thresholded at 20 pA·m. Initial activity is in the occipital cortex. At 190 ms after syllable onset, strong, widespread bilateral posterior temporal activity begins that lasts until 290 ms, with weaker activations recurring through 610 ms post-stimulus onset. Activation in the right posterior temporal cortex is more widespread and inferior to that on the left. Fronto-central activity is visible from 270 to 490 ms post-stimulus onset.](fnhum-07-00371-g0005){#F5}

![**Source images for "ta" standard**. Images show the depth-weighted minimum norm estimate of dipole source strength constrained to the surface of the cortex using a boundary element forward model and a generic anatomical model at 20-ms intervals starting from 90 ms after the onset of visible motion for the group mean ERPs for syllable "ta" as *standard*. The magenta bar indicates the time at which "ta" visibly differs from "zha." Images are thresholded at 20 pA·m. Initial activity is in occipital cortex. At 130 ms after syllable onset, bilateral posterior temporal activity begins that fades by 250 ms post-stimulus onset, but then recurs from 330 to 590 ms on the right and from 330 to 470 ms on the left. Fronto-central activity is visible from 270 to 470 ms post-stimulus onset.](fnhum-07-00371-g0006){#F6}

Some fronto-central and central activity emerged starting 220 to 280 ms post-stimulus onset, particularly with "zha" and "fa." No other prominent activations were obtained elsewhere during the initial periods of sustained posterior temporal activity.

Dipole source models were also computed on the vMMN difference waveforms (Figures [S3](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S6](#SM6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), resulting in lower signal strength in posterior temporal cortices in comparison with models based on the standard ERPs. The models support the presence of deviance responses in those cortical areas and higher right posterior activity for *far* contrasts than *near* contrasts. All of the difference waveform models demonstrate patterns of asymmetric frontal activity with greatest strength generally beyond 200 ms post-deviation that seems attributable to attention to the deviant.

### vMMN results

ERPs of EOI clusters for each syllable contrast and hemisphere were submitted to analyses to determine the reliability of the deviance responses. Thus, there were four vMMN analyses per hemisphere. They were for "zha" in its *near* or *far* context, "fa" in the *far* context, and "ta" in the *near* context. Summaries of the results are given in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. The duration (begin points to end points) of reliable deviance responses varied across syllables (from 50 to 185 ms) and varied in mean voltage (from −0.35 to −0.85 μV).

###### 

**Summary of reliable vMMNs**.

  **Syllable (contrast)**   **Electrode(s)**   **Begin (ms)**   **End (ms)**   **Duration (ms)**   ***p*-value[^a^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}**   **Mean (μV)[^b^](#TN3){ref-type="table-fn"}**
  ------------------------- ------------------ ---------------- -------------- ------------------- ----------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------
  Zha (Far)                 LPT                322              497            176                 0.010                                           −0.67
                            RPT                324              500            177                 0.006                                           −0.85
  Zha (Near)                RPT                239              288            50                  0.049                                           −0.35
  Fa (Far)                  LPT                251              435            185                 0.006                                           −0.54
                            RPT                300              442            143                 0.002                                           −0.83
  Ta (Near)                 RPT                449              500            52                  0.041                                           −0.52

All times are relative to deviance onset. LPT, left posterior temporal; RPT, right posterior temporal.

The p-value corresponds to the entire indicated time window and is corrected for multiple comparisons over time.

The mean is the group average deviant minus standard, averaged over the period from the begin to end points.

Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} shows the statistical results for the EOI cluster waveforms for each contrast and hemisphere. The theoretically predicted results were obtained. All of the right-hemisphere contrasts resulted in reliable deviance responses. They were "zha" in the *near* context from 239 to 288 ms post-deviation onset, "zha" in the *far* context from 324 to 500 ms post-deviation onset, "ta" from 449 to 500 ms post-deviation onset, and "fa" from 300 to 442 ms post-deviation onset. Only the *far* contrasts resulted in reliable left-hemisphere deviance responses. They were "zha" in the *far* context from 322 to 497 ms post-deviation onset and "fa" from 251 to 435 ms post-deviation onset.

![**Group mean ERPs and vMMN analyses for posterior temporal EOI clusters. (A)** VMMN results for "zha" (near) over left and right posterior temporal cortices. **(B)** VMMN results for "ta" near over left and right posterior temporal cortices. **(C)** VMMN results for "zha" (far) over left and right posterior temporal cortices. **(D)** VMMN results for "fa" (far) over left and right posterior temporal cortices. Time shown is relative to stimulus deviation onset. Statistical comparisons were performed over the times indicated by the heavy black line along the time axis. Highlighted regions denote statistically significant (*p* \< 0.05) differences of ERPs evoked by the stimulus as deviant vs. standard, corrected for multiple comparisons over time. Reliable differences were obtained for the right EOI means with all four syllable contrasts. Reliable differences were obtained for the left EOI means with only two *far* vMMN contrasts.](fnhum-07-00371-g0007){#F7}

### Comparison of far vs. near vMMNs

Difference waveforms were computed using the standard type of approach to the vMMN, that is, by subtracting the EOI cluster ERPs to standards from the response to deviants for each stimulus contrast and hemisphere on a per-subject basis. The magnitudes of the vMMN waveforms were then compared between *far* and *near* contrasts using the resampling method that was applied to the analyses of standards vs. deviants.

The "zha" *near* and *far* vMMN waveforms were found to be reliably different (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). On the left, the difference wave for "zha" in the *far* context was reliably larger (i.e., more negative) than for "zha" in the *near* context (320 to 443 ms post-deviation onset), not unexpectedly as the *near* context did not result in an observable vMMN. On the right, the difference wave was also reliably larger for "zha" in the *far* context (from 331 to 449 ms post-deviation onset), although both contexts were effective. The results were similar when the vMMN waveforms were compared between "fa" vs. "ta" (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). On the left, the difference wave for "fa" was reliably larger than for "ta" (309--386 ms post-deviation onset). On the right, the difference wave was also reliably larger for "fa" (from 327 to 420 ms post-deviation onset).

![**VMMN comparisons**. Group mean vMMN difference waves (deviant minus standard) from EOI means were compared to test whether syllable distance (*far* vs. *near*) predicted relative vMMN magnitude. Comparisons were **(A)** "zha" in the *far* context vs. "zha" in the *near* context, and **(B)** "fa" (*far* context) vs. "ta" (*near* context). Statistical comparisons were performed over the times indicated by the heavy black line along the time axis. Highlighted regions denote statistically significant (*p* \< 0.05) differences in the vMMNs corrected for multiple comparisons over time. For display purposes only, difference waves were smoothed with a 41-sample moving average.](fnhum-07-00371-g0008){#F8}

![**Group mean ERPs and MMN analyses for (A) electrode Fz and (B) electrode Cz**. Group mean ERPs are shown for "zha" in the *near* context, "ta" in the *near* context, "zha" in the *far* context, and "fa" in the *far* context. Times shown are relative to stimulus deviation onset. Highlighted time regions show statistically significant (*p* \< 0.05) differences of ERP evoked by the deviant from the ERP evoked by the standard, corrected for multiple comparisons over time. Statistical comparisons were performed for the times indicated by the heavy black line along the time axis. Reliable positive differences (deviant vs. standard) were obtained on electrode Fz for the two *far* syllable contrasts and for the *near* syllable contrast "ta." No reliable differences were obtained on electrode Cz.](fnhum-07-00371-g0009){#F9}

### Fronto-central results

ERPs were analyzed based on recordings from electrodes Fz and Cz, because these electrodes are typically used to obtain an auditory MMN (Kujala et al., [@B53]), but positivities on these electrodes have been reported for vMMNs (Czigler et al., [@B26], [@B25]). Results with Fz (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}) showed reliable effects for "ta," "fa," and "zha" *far*. None of the Cz results were reliable (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). Reliable differences with the deviant ERPS more positive were found on Fz for both of the *far* contrasts, from 282 to 442 ms post-deviation onset for "fa" and from 327 to 492 ms post-deviation onset for "zha" in the *far* context. These positive differences occur at similar times and with opposite polarity as the posterior temporal vMMNs. A reliable positivity was also obtained for "ta" from 151 to 218 ms post-deviation onset, but no reliable difference was obtained for "zha" in the *near* context.

General discussion
==================

This study investigated the brain\'s response to visual speech deviance, taking into account that (1) responses to stimulus deviants are considered to be generated by the cortex that represents the stimulus (Winkler and Czigler, [@B103]), and (2) that there is evidence that exogenous visual speech processing is lateralized to left posterior temporal cortex (Campbell, [@B17]; Campbell et al., [@B20]; Bernstein et al., [@B10]). Taken together these observations imply that the right and left posterior temporal cortices represent visual speech stimuli differently, and therefore that their responses to stimulus deviance should differ.

We hypothesized that the right posterior temporal cortex, for which there are indications of representing simple non-speech face gestures (Puce et al., [@B84], [@B85]), would generate the deviance response to both perceptually *near* and perceptually *far* speech stimulus changes (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the left hemisphere, for which there are indications of specialization (Campbell et al., [@B20]; Bernstein et al., [@B10]; Campbell, [@B18]; Nath and Beauchamp, [@B67]) for representing the exogenous stimulus forms of speech, would generate the deviance response only to perceptually *far* speech stimulus changes. That is, it would be tuned to stimulus differences that are readily perceived as different consonants (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Two vMMNs were sought for *far* stimulus deviations (one for "zha" and one for "fa"), and two vMMNs were sought for *near* stimulus deviations (one for "zha" and one for "ta"). The "zha" stimulus was used to obtain a perceptually *near* and a perceptually *far* contrast in order to hold consonant constant across perceptual distances. Reliable vMMN contrasts supported the predicted hemispheric effects. The left-hemisphere vMMNs were obtained only with the highly discriminable (*far*) stimuli, but the right-hemisphere vMMNs were obtained with both the *near* and *far* stimulus contrasts. There were also reliable differences between vMMN difference waveforms as a function of perceptual distance, with larger vMMN difference waveforms associated with larger perceptual distances.

Evidence for the vMMN deviance response with speech stimuli
-----------------------------------------------------------

Previous reports have been mixed concerning support for a posterior vMMN specific to visual speech form-based deviation (i.e., deviation based on the phonetic stimulus forms). An early study failed to observe any vMMN in a paradigm in which a single visual speech token was presented as a deviant and a single different speech token was presented as a standard (Colin et al., [@B23]). A more recent study (Saint-Amour et al., [@B86]) likewise failed to obtain a vMMN response.

In Colin et al. ([@B22]), a posterior difference between the ERP evoked by a standard syllable and the ERP evoked by a deviant syllable was obtained on Oz (from 155 to 414 ms), but this difference was attributed to low-level (non-speech) stimulus differences and not to speech syllable differences, because the effect involved two different stimuli. A subsequent experiment controlling for stimulus difference found no vMMN for visual speech alone. For example, the original deviance detection could have arisen at a lower-level such as the temporal or spatial frequency differences between the stimuli, or it could have been the result of shifts in the talker\'s eye gaze across stimuli. A study by Möttönen et al. ([@B61]) used magnetoencephalography (MEG) to record the deviance response with a single standard ("ipi") vs. a single deviant ("iti"). The mismatch response was at 245--410 ms on the left and 245--405 ms on the right. But again, these responses cannot be attributed exclusively to deviance. They could be attributable to consonant change.

Winkler et al. ([@B105]) compared the ERPs to a "ka" stimulus in its roles as standard vs. deviant and reported a late occipital difference response, and possibly also an earlier negative difference peak at 260 ms on occipital electrodes that did not reach significance. In their study, the vMMN is not attributable to lower-level stimulus attributes that changed.

Ponton et al. ([@B78]) used a similar approach in attempting to obtain vMMNs for "ga" and "ba." A reliable vMMN was obtained for "ba" only. The authors speculated that the structure of the "ga" stimulus might have impeded being able to obtain a reliable vMMN with it. The stimulus contained three early rapid discontinuities in the visible movement of the jaw, which might have each generated their own C1, P1, and N1 responses, resulting in the oscillatory appearance of the obtained vMMN difference waveforms. Using current density reconstruction modeling (Fuchs et al., [@B34]), the "ba" vMMN was reliably localized only to the right posterior superior temporal gyrus, peaking around 215 ms following stimulus onset. The present study suggests that the greater reliability for localizing the right posterior response could be due to generally more vigorous responding by that hemisphere.

As suggested in Ponton et al. ([@B78]), whether a vMMN is obtained for speech stimuli could depend on stimulus kinematics. The current study took into account kinematics and the different deviation points across the different stimulus pairs. Inasmuch as the vMMN is expected to arise following deviation onset (Leitman et al., [@B55]), establishing the correct time point from which to measure the vMMN is critical. A method was devised here to establish the onset of stimulus deviation. The method was fairly gross, involving inspection of the video frames and measurement of the lip-opening area to align the stimuli within phoneme category and establish deviation across categories (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), but it resulted in good correspondence of the vMMNs latencies across stimuli and with previous positive reports (Ponton et al., [@B78]; Winkler et al., [@B105]).

The distributed dipole models of the standard stimuli here (Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}--[6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) suggest that the posterior temporal cortex responds to speech stimuli by 170--190 ms post-stimulus onset and continues to respond for \~200 ms. This interval is commensurate with the reliable vMMNs here (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}), which were measured using the electrode locations approximately over the posterior temporal response foci in the distributed dipole models. The results here are considered strong evidence that there is a posterior visual speech deviance response that is sensitive to consonant dissimilarity, but that detailed attention to stimulus attributes may be needed on the part of researchers in order to obtain it reliably.

Hemispheric asymmetry of visual speech stimulus processing
----------------------------------------------------------

Beyond demonstrating that visual speech deviance is responded to by high-level visual cortices, the current study focused on the hypothesis that the right and left posterior temporal cortices would demonstrate lateralized processing. The distributed dipole source models (Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}--[6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) show somewhat different areas of posterior temporal cortex to have been activated by each of the standard stimuli. In addition, during the first 400--500 ms post-stimulus onset, the activation appears to be greater for the right hemisphere.

There are published results that support functional anatomical asymmetry for processing non-speech face stimuli. For example, the right pSTS has been shown to be critically involved in processing eye gaze stimuli (Ethofer et al., [@B32]). In an ERP study alternating mouth open and mouth closed stimuli, the most prominent effect was a posterior negative potential around 170 ms which appeared to be larger on the right but was not reliably so (Puce et al., [@B85]). The researchers point out that the low spatial resolution with ERPs precludes the possibility of attributing their obtained effects exclusively to pSTS, because close cortical areas such as the human motion processing area (V5/MT) could also contribute to activation that appears to be localized to pSTS. Thus, although there is evidence in their study and here of different functional specialization across hemispheres, the indeterminacies with EEG source modeling preclude strong statements about the specific neuroanatomical regions activated within the posterior temporal cortices. However, an fMRI study (Bernstein et al., [@B10]), in which localizers were used did show that V5/MT was under-activated by visual speech in contrast with non-speech stimuli.

The left posterior temporal EOI deviance responses here are consistent with the temporal visual speech area (TVSA) reported by Bernstein et al. ([@B10]) and are generally consistent with observations in other neuroimaging studies of lipreading (Calvert and Campbell, [@B16]; Paulesu et al., [@B72]; Skipper et al., [@B95]; Capek et al., [@B21]). The TVSA appears to be in the pathway that is also attributed with multisensory speech integration (Calvert, [@B14]; Nath and Beauchamp, [@B66]). The current results are consistent with the suggestion (Bernstein et al., [@B10]) that visual speech stimuli are extensively processed by the visual system prior to being mapped to higher-level speech representations, including semantic representations, in more anterior temporal cortices (Scott and Johnsrude, [@B93]; Hickok and Poeppel, [@B42]).

The right- vs. left-hemisphere vMMN results could be viewed as paradoxical under the assumption that sensitivity to speech stimulus deviation is evidence for specialization for speech. That is, the four vMMNs on the right might seem to afford more speech processing information than the two on the left. Here, the near deviant stimuli were discriminable as different patterns of speech gestures. But the obtained *d*′ discrimination measures that were \~1.4 for *near* contrasts are commensurate with previous results that showed the stimuli are not reliably labeled as different speech phonemes (Jiang et al., [@B46]). Stimulus categorization involves generalization across small and/or irrelevant stimulus variation (Goldstone, [@B35]; Jiang et al., [@B47]). Neural representations are the recipients of convergent and divergent connections, such that different lower-level representations can map to the same higher-level representation, and similar lower-level representations can map to different higher-level representations (Ahissar et al., [@B1]). Small stimulus differences that do not signal different phonemes could be mapped to the same representations on the left but mapped to different representations on the right (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

The vMMNs on the left are explicitly not attributed to phoneme category representations but to the representation of the exogenous stimulus forms that are mapped to category representations, an organizational arrangement that is observed for non-speech visual object processing (Grill-Spector et al., [@B38]; Jiang et al., [@B47]). This type of organization is also thought to be true for auditory speech processing, which is initiated at the cortical level with basic auditory features (e.g., frequencies, amplitudes) that are projected to exogenous phonetic stimulus forms, and then to higher-level phoneme, syllable, or lexical category representations (Binder et al., [@B12]; Scott et al., [@B92]; Eggermont, [@B31]; Scott, [@B91]; Hickok and Poeppel, [@B42]; Obleser and Eisner, [@B70]; May and Tiitinen, [@B58]; Näätänen et al., [@B64]).

Thus, the sensitivity of the left posterior temporal cortex to larger deviations only is expected for a lateralized language processing system that needs exogenous stimulus representations that can be reliably mapped to higher-level categories (Binder et al., [@B12]; Spitsyna et al., [@B97]). The deviation detection on the right could be more tightly integrated into a system responsive to social and affective signals (Puce et al., [@B85]), for which an inventory of categories such as phonemes that are combinatorically arranged is not required. For example, the right-hemisphere sensitivity to smaller stimulus deviations could be related to processing of emotion or visual attention stimuli (Puce et al., [@B82], [@B84], [@B85]; Wheaton et al., [@B102]; Thompson et al., [@B101]).

Dissimilarity
-------------

Here, four vMMNs were sought in a design incorporating between- and within-consonant category stimuli and estimates of between-consonant category perceptual dissimilarity (Files and Bernstein, submitted; Jiang et al., [@B46]). The perceptual dissimilarities were confirmed, and the vMMNs were consistent with the discrimination measures: Larger *d*′ was associated with larger vMMNs as predicted based on the expectation that the extent of neuronal representation overlap is related to the magnitude of the vMMN (Winkler and Czigler, [@B103]) (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The direct comparison of the vMMN difference waves showed that, while holding stimulus constant (i.e., "zha"), the magnitude of the vMMN varied reliably with the context in which it was obtained. In the far ("fa") context, the vMMN was larger than in the near ("ta") context. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of predicted and reliable relative difference in the vMMN as a function of visual speech discriminability. This finding was also supported by the results for the other two stimuli, "ta" and "fa."

These results converge with previous results on the relationship between visual speech discrimination and the physical visual stimuli. Jiang et al. ([@B46]) showed that the perceptual dissimilarity space obtained through multidimensional scaling of visual speech phoneme identification can be accounted for in terms of a physical (i.e., 3D optical) perceptually (linearly) warped multidimensional speech stimulus space. Files and Bernstein (in submission) followed up on those results and showed that the same dissimilarity space successfully predicts perceptual discrimination of the consonants. That is, the modeled perceptual dissimilarities based on perceptually warped stimulus differences predicted discrimination results and the deviance responses here.

The controlled dissimilarity factor in the current experiment afforded a unique approach to investigation of hemispheric specialization for visual speech processing. An alternate approach would be to compare ERPs obtained with speech vs. non-speech face gestures, as has been done in an fMRI experiment (Bernstein et al., [@B10]). However, that particular approach could introduce uncontrolled factors such as different salience of speech vs. non-speech stimuli. The current vMMN results also contribute a new insight about speech perception beyond that obtained within the Jiang et al. ([@B46]), and Files and Bernstein (in submission) perceptual studies. Specifically, the results here suggest that two types of representations can contribute to the perceptual discriminability of visual speech stimuli, speech consonant representations and face gesture representations.

Mechanisms of the vMMN response
-------------------------------

One of the goals of vMMN research, and MMN research more generally, has been to establish the mechanism/s that are responsible for the brain\'s response to stimulus deviance (Jaaskelainen et al., [@B43]; Näätänen et al., [@B63], [@B65]; Kimura et al., [@B50]; May and Tiitinen, [@B58]). A main issue has been whether the cortical response to deviant stimuli is a so-called "higher-order memory-based process" or a neural adaptation effect (May and Tiitinen, [@B58]). The traditional paradigm for deriving the MMN (i.e., subtracting the ERP based on responses to standards from the ERP based on responses to deviants when deviant and standard are the same stimulus) was designed to show that the deviance response is a memory-based process. But the issue then arose whether the MMN is due entirely instead to refractoriness or adaptation of the same neuronal population activated by the same stimulus in its two different roles. The so-called "equiprobable paradigm" was designed to control for effects of refractoriness separate from deviance detection (Schroger and Wolff, [@B89], [@B90]). The current study did not make use of the equiprobable paradigm, and we did not seek to address through our experimental design the question whether the deviance response is due to refractoriness/adaptation or a separate memory mechanism. We do think that our design rules out low-level stimulus effects and points to higher-level deviance detection responses at the level of speech processing.

The stimuli presented in the current vMMN experiment were not merely repetitions of the exact same stimulus. Deviants and standards were two different video tokens whose stimulus attributes differed (see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These stimulus differences were such that it was necessary to devise a method to bring them into alignment with each other and to define deviations points, which were different depending on which vMMN was being analyzed. Furthermore, the stimuli were slightly jittered in position on the video monitor during presentation to defend additionally against low-level effects of stimulus repetition. Thus, the deviation detection at issue was relevant to consonant stimulus forms. We interpret the lateralization effects to be the result of the left hemisphere being more specialized for linguistically-relevant stimulus forms and the right hemisphere being more specialized for facial gestures that while not necessarily being discrete categories were nevertheless detected as different gestures (Puce et al., [@B81]). However, these results do not adjudicate between explanations that attempt to separate adaptation/refractoriness from an additional memory comparison process.

vMMN to attended stimuli
------------------------

The auditory MMN is known to be obtained both with and without attention (Näätänen et al., [@B62], [@B63], [@B65]). Similarly, the vMMN can be elicited in the absence of attention (Winkler et al., [@B104]; Czigler, [@B24]; Stefanics et al., [@B99], [@B98]). Here, participants were required to attend to the stimuli and carry out a phoneme-level target detection task. Visual attention can result in attention-related ERP components in a similar latency range as the vMMN. A negativity on posterior lateral electrodes is commonly observed and is referred to as the *posterior N2, N2c*, or *selection negativity* (SN) (Folstein and Petten, [@B33]). However, the current results are not likely attributable to the SN, as the magnitude of the vMMN increased with perceptual dissimilarity of the standard from the deviant, whereas the SN is expected to increase with perceptual similarity of the deviant to a task-relevant target (Baas et al., [@B4]; Proverbio et al., [@B80]). Here, the *target* consonant was chosen to be equally dissimilar from both the *standard* and the *deviant* stimuli in a block, and this dissimilarity was similar across blocks. Therefore, differences in vMMN across syllables are unlikely attributable to the similarity of the *deviant* to the *target*: The task was constant in terms of the discriminability of the target, but the vMMNs varied in amplitude.

No auditory MMN
---------------

Results of this study do not support the hypothesis that visual speech deviations are exogenously processed by the auditory cortex (Sams et al., [@B88]; Möttönen et al., [@B61]). This possibility received attention previously in the literature (e.g., Calvert et al., [@B15]; Bernstein et al., [@B7]; Pekkola et al., [@B76]). Seen vocalizations can modulate the response of auditory cortex (Möttönen et al., [@B61]; Pekkola et al., [@B75]; Saint-Amour et al., [@B86]), but the dipole source models of ERPs obtained with standard stimuli (Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}--[6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) do not show sources that can be attributed to the region of the primary auditory cortex. Nonetheless, the Fz and Cz ERPs obtained with standards and deviants were compared in part because of the possibility that an MMN reminiscent of an auditory MMN (Näätänen et al., [@B65]) might be obtained. Instead, a reliable positivity was found for the two *far* syllable contrasts. The timing of this positivity was similar to that of the vMMN observed on posterior temporal electrodes but was opposite in polarity. Similar positivities have been reported for other vMMN experiments and could reflect inversion of the posterior vMMN or some related but distinct component (Czigler et al., [@B26], [@B25]).

Summary and conclusions
-----------------------

Previous reports on the vMMN with visual speech stimuli were mixed, with relatively little evidence obtained for a visual deviation detection response. Here, the details of the visual stimuli were carefully observed for their deviations points. The possibility was taken into account that across hemispheres the two posterior temporal cortices represent speech stimuli differently. The left posterior temporal cortex, hypothesized to represent visual speech forms as input to a left-lateralized language processing system, was predicted to be responsive to perceptually large deviations between consonants. The right hemisphere, hypothesized to be sensitive to face and eye movements, was predicted to detect both perceptually large and small deviations between consonants. The predictions were shown to be correct. The vMMNs that were obtained for the perceptually *far* deviants were reliable bilaterally over posterior temporal cortices, but the vMMNs for the perceptually *near* deviants were reliably observed only over the right posterior temporal cortex. The results support a left-lateralized visual speech processing system.
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^1^This approach does not account for different refractoriness or adaptation due to different probabilities of stimulus presentation (Schroger and Wolff, [@B89]; Czigler et al., [@B26]; Kimura et al., [@B50]). However, an additional set of control recordings would have been needed to take this into account, and here the focus was not on isolating a unique MMN component. Also, the design of the experiment would have been excessively long (see General Discussion).

^2^The alternate EOI clusters that were analyzed were: left (TP7 CP5 P7 P5), right (CP6 TP8 P6 P8); left (CP5 CP3 CP1 P7 P5 P3 P1 PO7 PO5 PO3 CB1) right (CP2 CP4 CP6 P2 P4 P6 P8 PO4 PO6 PO8 CB2); and left (TP7 CP5 CP3 CP1 P7 P5 P3 P1 PO7 PO5 PO3 CB1), right (CP2 CP4 CP6 TP8 P2 P4 P6 P8 PO4 PO6 PO8 CB2).
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###### 

**(A)** ERP montage for "zha," in the *far* context. Group mean ERPs for "zha" as *standard* in blocks with "fa" as *deviant*, and "zha" as *deviant* in blocks with "fa" as *standard*. **(B)** ERP montage for "zha," in the *near* context. Group mean ERPs for "zha" as *standard* in blocks with "ta" as *deviant*, and "zha" as *deviant* in blocks with "ta" as *standard*. Each sub-axis shows the ERP on a different electrode, and the location of each axis maps to the location of that electrode on a head as seen from above, with the nose pointed up toward the top of the figure. The light green boxes show the electrodes of interest selected for subsequent vMMN analyses. Times shown are relative to deviation onset.
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Click here for additional data file.
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**(A)** ERP montage for "fa," in the *far* context. Group mean ERPs for "fa" as *standard* in blocks with "zha" as *deviant* and "fa" as *deviant* in blocks with "zha" as a *standard*. **(B)** ERP montage for "ta," in the *near* context. Group mean ERPs for "ta" as *standard* in blocks with "zha" as *deviant* and "ta" as *deviant* in blocks with "zha" as *standard*. The light green boxes show the electrodes of interest selected for subsequent vMMN analyses. Times shown are relative to deviation onset.
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Click here for additional data file.
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**Source images for "ta" *near* vMMN**. Images show the depth-weighted minimum norm estimate of dipole source strength constrained to the surface of the cortex using a boundary element forward model and a generic anatomical model at 20-ms intervals from 0 to 500 ms post-deviation onset. Images are thresholded at 20 pA·m. Foci of activity are scattered and transient, but focal activation occurs in fronto-central cortex throughout the time depicted, in right lateral occipital cortex from 0 to 40 ms, right posterior temporal cortex from 160 to 220 ms and 340 to 500 ms. Activation in the left hemisphere is scattered and transient throughout the time depicted.
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Click here for additional data file.
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**Source images for "fa" *far* vMMN**. Images show the depth-weighted minimum norm estimate of dipole source strength constrained to the surface of the cortex using a boundary element forward model and a generic anatomical model at 20-ms intervals from 0 to 500 ms post-deviation onset. Images are thresholded at 20 pA·m. Strong focal activity occurs in right lateral occipital cortex starting at \~260 ms, spreading into right posterior temporal cortex by 340 ms and expanding to include large swaths of posterior right cortex through the end of the temporal interval. In the left hemisphere, posterior temporal activity begins at \~280 ms and continuing through 400 ms at which time a more inferior focus in posterior/middle temporal cortex emerges and continues through the end of the temporal interval. Left fronto-central activity begins at \~300 ms and continues through to the end of the interval.
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Source images for "zha" *near* vMMN**. Images show the depth-weighted minimum norm estimate of dipole source strength constrained to the surface of the cortex using a boundary element forward model and a generic anatomical model at 20-ms intervals from 0 to 500 ms post-deviation onset. Images are thresholded at 20 pA·m. Strong activity in right posterior temporal/lateral occipital cortex begins at \~200 ms and proceeds through to 360 ms and then recurs from 440 ms to the end of the temporal interval. In the left hemisphere, activity is scattered and transient, but there are hotspots of activity in inferior frontal cortex from 200 to 240 ms, in fronto-central cortex from 320 to 420 ms and inferior posterior temporal cortex from 360 ms to the end of the interval depicted.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Source images for "zha" *far* vMMN**. Images show the depth-weighted minimum norm estimate of dipole source strength constrained to the surface of the cortex using a boundary element forward model and a generic anatomical model at 20-ms intervals from 0 to 500 ms post-deviation onset. Images are thresholded at 20 pA·m. Focal activity in right posterior temporal cortex begins at 240 ms and continues through the end of the temporal interval, spreading to posterior inferior temporal and lateral occipital cortex at \~340 ms. Right fronto-lateral activity begins at 260 ms and continues through the end of the interval. Left fronto-central activity begins at 220 ms and continues through the end of the interval. Left posterior temporal activity occurs from 200 to 380 ms and in a slightly more inferior region from 460 ms to the end of the temporal interval.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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